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Abstract   
 

Calcium carbonates and in particular amorphous calcium carbonate (ACC) are of great interest for bone 
substitution, due to their excellent biocompatibility and ability to release some of the bone mineral 
constitutive ions. Despite thorough investigations on ACC precipitation mechanism in the presence of 
a wide variety of additives to stabilise it, their influence on the composition and structuration of the 
resulting ACC is rarely finely characterised. In this article, pyrophosphate (Py) was studied as additive, 
due to its calcite inhibitor role and the good bioactive properties it demonstrated in vitro and in vivo. 
A series of pyrophosphate-stabilised ACC (PyACC) powders was synthesised by co-precipitation in 
water with a various amount of Py, and the structure, composition and multiscale organisation of the 
resulting compounds were thoroughly characterised. XRD, FTIR spectroscopy and FEG-SEM showed a 
reduction of the amount and size of calcite crystallites when increasing the Py content, crystallites co-
existing with an increasing quantity of amorphous phase, up to obtaining fully amorphous materials 
above a certain Py amount. Beyond the stabilising role of Py, and considering SAXS, PDF and solid-state 
NMR analyses, we proposed an experimental model for PyACC based on vaterite-like (or proto-
vaterite) cluster of 1 nm surrounded by a 2 nm-outer shell containing pyrophosphate ions and pseudo-
structural water stabilising the cluster. This comprehensive study and the resulting model are 
predominant prerequisite to understand the underlying mechanisms of PyACC evolution and could 
contribute to the rational design of tunable amorphous and bioinspired inorganic bone substitute 
materials. 

 

Keywords: amorphous calcium carbonate, pyrophosphate, advanced characterisation, cluster model, 
nanoscale, bone substitutes 
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Introduction 
 

Calcium carbonate (CC) is used as bone substitute due to its excellent biocompatibility.1 Both synthetic 
and natural CaCO3 demonstrate promising results for bioresorption and/or bioactivity properties.1,2 
Indeed, their in vivo degradation can provide Ca2+ and CO3

2- ions that are both involved as building ions 
in the formation of biological apatite.3 Several CC phases are described in the literature: i) anhydrous 
crystalline phases (calcite, aragonite and vaterite from the most to the least thermodynamically stable 
in aqueous solutions)4; ii) hydrated crystalline phases hemi-5, mono-, and hexa-hydrated CC ; and iii) 
amorphous calcium carbonate (ACC). The latter family includes several compounds whose structure 
and composition can significantly differ depending on the synthesis conditions or the living organism 
from which they are derived.6 They generally show enhanced reactivity in aqueous media or when 
implanted and hence improved bioactivity.7 Contrary to calcite, undesirable for bone regeneration 
because of its low solubility limiting its resorption7 and the poor ability of apatite to nucleate on 
calcite,8 ACC demonstrated efficiency for bone remodeling,9 protein or gene delivery10,11 or calcium 
supply.12 

Several synthesis processes can lead to ACC, the most mentioned being co-precipitation using calcium 
and carbonate salt precursors in solution.13,14 The associated formation mechanisms have been 
described via classical and non-classical nucleation theories. The classical pathway for explaining 
preferential formation of ACC compared to crystalline CC is based either on thermodynamically and 
kinetically-driven route.15 The non-classical pathway involves decomposition of the solution containing 
calcium and carbonate ions into a low concentrated solution and a denser one. This is supported by 
two sub-theories respectively related to polymer-induced liquid precursors (PILPs)16,17 and stable pre-
nucleation clusters (PNCs).18,19 PNCs are nanostructures alternating Ca2+ and CO3

2- ions in solution that 
form dense hydrated calcium carbonate nanodroplets, whose aggregation leads to proto-structured 
ACC clusters.20 Finally, solid ACC particles are formed by partial dehydration and solidification.20 The 
organisation of these clusters is described to be close to those of crystalline lattice of CC phases such 
as vaterite or calcite and named proto-vaterite or proto-calcite, respectively.21 As only a few ions are 
organised within such clusters, they cannot be detected by conventional X-ray diffraction (XRD) but 
their proto-structure have been characterised by Fourier-transformed infrared (FTIR) 
spectroscopy,21,22 nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR),21,23 pair distribution function (PDF)24,25  and 
extended X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS).26,27 Regardless of the nucleation theory, ACC 
synthesis requires strategies to prevent crystallisation into a more thermodynamically stable phase, 
especially calcite. This phenomenon may occur through solid-state transformation28 or dissolution-
reprecipitation processes.29 Hence, various synthesis approaches are described, either kinetically (low 
temperature often coupled with basic pH30,31) or with ionic or molecular additives such as 
magnesium,32 citrate33 or polymers.17,34 Among these species, phosphate ions are known to be 
crystallisation inhibitors of biogenic CC,35 or synthetic calcite.36 Orthophosphate anions (PO4

3-) have 
been used in co-precipitation syntheses and showed an improved stabilisation of ACC leading to an 
increase of its crystallisation temperature.37 It was proposed that phosphate anions could enhance the 
formation of a rich solute liquid phase during liquid-liquid separation and stabilise it.38 They were 
demonstrated to increase ACC stability by decreasing the size of nanoparticles or by reducing ion 
mobility when integrated in the bulk.37 Phosphate ions could also inhibit crystal growth by adsorbing 
on the particle surface.36 In addition to monomers, different polyphosphate ions with various chain 
lengths were studied as stabilising agents. For example, tri-phosphate exhibited some stabilising 
properties39 and polyphosphate (around 20 phosphate units)-stabilised ACC demonstrated a good 
biodegradability, an osteogenic activity as well as the release of bioactive ions (CO3

2-, PO4
3-, Ca2+).9 To 

the best of our knowledge, the use of phosphate dimers, i.e. pyrophosphate ions (P2O7
4-), as ACC 
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stabiliser is only mentioned in one article and one patent,38,40 but the related material was poorly 
characterised, and the role of pyrophosphate was not really elucidated. Beyond their potential 
stabilisation properties,41 pyrophosphate anions could improve ACC bioactivity. As a matter of fact, the 
interest of pure calcium pyrophosphate materials had been established, through in vitro,42 in vivo43 
tests and a clinical trial.44 Moreover, pyrophosphate ions are hydrolysed in vivo by enzymes42 leading 
to orthophosphates ions, one of the main “building bricks” for bone apatite. This property is of major 
interest as the hydrolysis kinetics of pyrophosphate could also delay pyrophosphate-stabilised ACC 
resorption and subsequent orthophosphate, carbonate and calcium ions release, opening the way to 
new perspectives for bioactive bone substitute materials with tunable properties.   

Consequently, the aim of the present study is to investigate the influence of the pyrophosphate 
content on the structure, composition and spatial organisation of ACC through the full characterisation 
of a series of pyrophosphate-doped ACC powders synthesised by precipitation in aqueous solution. To 
this extent, XRD, FTIR and Raman spectroscopy, BET analyses, ICP-OES spectrometry and chemical 
analyses, and TGA-DTA were carried out to understand the impact of such a doping on the structure 
of ACC as well as on its composition. An additional purpose of this article is to determine the multiscale 
organisation and morphology of pyrophosphate-stabilised ACC via advanced characterisation 
techniques (FEG-SEM, STEM-EDS, SAXS, WAXS and solid-state NMR) and to propose a pertinent 
experimental model. 

 

Materials and Methods 
 

1. Reagent and precursor salts 
Sodium hydrogencarbonate (NaHCO3, VWR, 27778.293, 100.1 %), 13C-enriched sodium carbonate 
(Na2

13CO3, Cambridge IsotopeLab, CLM-306-5, 99 %) (for 13C NMR analyses), calcium nitrate 
tetrahydrate (Ca(NO3)2.4H2O, Merck, 1.02121.9050, 99.0 - 102.0 %), sodium hydroxide (NaOH, VWR, 
28244.295, 99 %) and 20% ammonia solution (NH4OH, VWR, 21188.294, 20.3 % v/v of NH3) were 
purchased and used without any further treatment. 

Sodium pyrophosphate (Na4P2O7) was synthesised by condensation of sodium hydrogenphosphate 
(Na2HPO4, Merck, 1.06586.2500, 99.0 %) during a night at 400°C, following the method of Mayen et 
al.45 The X-ray diffractogram and FTIR spectrum of the resulting powder are presented in Figure S1. 

 

2. Synthesis 
ACC was synthesised by double decomposition between a sodium hydrogencarbonate and a calcium 
nitrate aqueous solutions in presence of z mol. % of pyrophosphate (zPyACC) (z: molar ratio (%) of 
pyrophosphate on carbonate in the anionic solution). The anionic solution was prepared by dissolving 
4.200 g of sodium hydrogencarbonate (50.0 mmol) and 0.133 g*z of sodium pyrophosphate 
(0.5*z mmol) in 250 mL of deionised water at room temperature under magnetic stirring. The pH of 
this solution, initially around 8, was adjusted to 12.1 - 12.2 with a 6 M sodium hydroxide solution. The 
cationic solution was prepared by dissolving 11.810 g of calcium nitrate tetrahydrate (50.0 mmol) in 
250 mL of deionised water under magnetic stirring at room temperature. The carbonate solution was 
then quickly added to the calcium one under magnetic stirring, immediately filtrated under vacuum on 
a Büchner funnel using two filters discs (Sartorius, grade 391) and washed with an ammonia solution 
(5 mL of 20 % v/v VWR ammonia solution in 1 L of deionised water). Finally, the precipitate was freeze-
dried during 24 h and stored in a freezer at - 21°C.  
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To study the influence of the amount of pyrophosphate, the initial molar percentage z of 
pyrophosphate with respect to carbonate in solution was equal to 0.0, 1.0, 2.5, 3.5, 5.0 or 10.0 %.  

In view to increase the signal to noise ratio of 13C solid-state NMR measurements, we prepared ACC 
powders stabilised with 5 or 10 % of pyrophosphate and enriched in 13C (5PyACC13 and 10PyACC13). 
We followed the standard synthesis protocol reported above except that sodium hydrogencarbonate 
salt was replaced, at the same molar quantity, by a 13C-enriched sodium carbonate (Na2

13CO3, 
Cambridge IsotopeLab, CLM-306-5, 99 %); a lower quantity of sodium hydroxide was necessary to 
adjust the pH of the obtained anionic solution to 12.1. During vacuum filtration, the precipitate was 
protected by a parafilm and the obtained lyophilised powder was then stored in a sealed container 
into the freezer, to avoid or limit carbonate ion exchanges with carbon dioxide from the air. The FTIR 
spectroscopy characterisation of these 13C-enriched zPyACC samples is presented in the Supporting 
Note SI-B and Figure S2.  

 

3. Characterisation 
Powder XRD analyses were performed using a X-ray diffractometer (Bruker D8 ADVANCE) with a 
copper anticathode (λ(Kα1) = 1.54060 Å, λ(Kα2) = 1.54439 Å), and a step size of 0.021° between 20° and 
80°. Samples were gently crushed with a mortar prior analysis. Crystallite size was calculated using the 
Debye-Scherrer equation on the (110) calcite peaks, and with a form factor k of 0.94. 

FTIR spectroscopy analyses were run in transmission mode on samples included in KBr pellets. The 
spectra were collected with a Nicolet iS50 spectrometer (ThermoElectron), from 400 to 4000 cm-1 (64 
scans, resolution 4 cm-1).  

The calcium content was determined using the complexometry titration method with EDTA and 
Eriochrome Black T as an indicator.  

The carbonate content of zPyACC powders was evaluated using a CO2 coulometer (Coulometrics, USA) 
that measures in a closed circuit the CO2 released during ACC dissolution in an acid solution (HClO4, 
2 M).  

The phosphorus concentration in pyrophosphate-doped ACC powders was determined by visible 
spectrophotometry at 460 nm (Shimadzu UV1800) of the phospho-vanado-molybdenum complex; the 
pyrophosphate ions were fully hydrolysed into orthophosphate in acid solution at 90 °C prior analysis.  

Inductive coupled plasma-optical emission spectroscopy ICP-OES (Spectro-Arcos) was used to 
determine the sodium content in the synthesised zPyACC powders (λNa = 589 nm) previously dissolved 
in an aqueous acidic solution (50.0 mg ACC and 3 % m/m HNO3 in 50 mL of ultrapure water).  

Thermogravimetric analyses (TGA) and differential thermal analyses (DTA) were performed with a 
Setaram instrument (Setsys system) from 25 to 800 °C with a heating rate of 7 °C/min under an air 
flow.  

Powder specific surface area (SSA) was determined according to Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) 
method using N2 adsorption measurements on a Tristar II 3020 device. After preliminary tests, the 
degassing conditions prior the measurements were set to 2 h at 50 °C. Uncertainties were calculated 
based on the apparatus errors and the uncertainties on the weighted mass. 

Scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) analysis was done on ultramicrotomy sections of 
zPyACC powder dispersed in a cross-linked resin and deposited on copper grids. A carbon layer was 
deposited on the grids before observation. A TEM-ARM (JEM-ARM200F Cold FEG) was used for 
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imaging, with an acceleration voltage of 80 kV. This observation was coupled with chemical 
composition analyses by energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS), with an exposition time of ~ 6 
min (60 frames). 

Images of field emission gun-scanning electron microscopy were acquired on a FEG-SEM JEOL JSM 
7800F Prime device, on carbon-taped zPyACC powder samples after a platinum sputtering to limit the 
accumulation of electrons.   

Small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) analyses were carried out using a XEUSS 2.0 device with a copper 
X-ray source at the wavelength λ = 1.5 Å. The record was done at three powder-receptor distances: 
high distance = 2506.5 mm (from 0.0028 to 0.2 Å-1), middle distance = 1216.5 mm (from 0.005 to 0.5 
Å-1), and short distance = 188 mm (from 0.02 to 3 Å-1) in order to obtain a large q-range (from 0.0028 
to 3 Å-1). The samples were placed in a sample holder where the powder was placed between two 
layers of Kapton with a thickness equal to 1 mm. SASView software was used for the analysis of SAXS 
data (http://www.sasview.org/). The determination of the first characteristic dimension was done 
calculating the intersection point of the equation of the two power laws fitting to the curve before (6 
first points) and after the inflexion point, with equation I(q) = k.q-p, where k and p can be obtained by 
the fit. Then, the intersection point of both slopes corresponds to qi = 2π/D1 and the first dimension D1 
of the larger objects could be determined. The second characteristic size was determined via the 
maximum of intensity, which can be highlighted by subtracting the contribution of the second power 
law. A sphere-hardsphere model was applied, with equation: 𝐼𝐼(𝑞𝑞) = 𝑃𝑃(𝑞𝑞). 𝑆𝑆(𝑞𝑞); the shape factor of 

sphere being 𝑃𝑃(𝑞𝑞) = 𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓
𝑉𝑉

 .  �3𝑉𝑉∆𝜌𝜌 sin(𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑞)−𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑞 cos (𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑞)
(𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑞)3

 �
2

, with V volume of the scatterer, volfraction 

the volume fraction, ∆𝜌𝜌 the difference between the sphere-solvent scattering length densities and r 
the radius of the sphere; and the structure factor 𝑆𝑆(𝑞𝑞) corresponding to the inter-sphere interactions. 
More information about the fitting processing of the SAXS data are given in Supporting Note SI-G. 

X-ray total scattering data (WAXS) were measured for PDF analysis with a Bruker D8 ADVANCE 
diffractometer equipped with a Göbel mirror and a LYNXEYE high energy detector, with Mo Kα radiation 
(mean λ(Kα1α2) = 0.71073 Å) at room temperature. Few tens of milligrams of powder were placed in a 
thin-walled (0.01 mm) borosilicate glass capillary of 1.0 mm diameter. Measurements were performed 
from Qmin = 0.12 Å−1 to Qmax = 17.0 Å−1 (Q = 4πsin(θ)/λ) on rotating capillaries with evolving counting 
parameters as a function of Q-range in order to optimise the counting rate at high Q. The final XRD 
diagram was thus obtained from the combination of 7 patterns, converted in counts per second, with 
the following parameters 2θi(°)-2θf(°)-step size(°)-step time(s): 0.8-31-0.02-2, 29-61-0.04-6, 59-91-
0.06-15, 89-121-0.1-40 (twice) and 119-150-0.1-100 (twice) for a total measuring time of 34 hours. 
Additional scattering measurements from empty capillary were performed in the same conditions for 
background subtraction. Raw data were treated using the PDFgetX3 program46 to obtain the 
experimental Gexp(r) function, using the following parameters: Qmin = 0.5 Å−1, Qmax = 17 Å−1, rpoly = 1.7. 
PDFGUI software47 was used to calculate the Gcalc(r) functions from structural models. It allowed us 
to refine the crystalline calcite and vaterite structures from powders specifically synthesised as 
reference compounds (Supporting Note SI-H1). The refined parameters (cell parameters, isotropic 
atomic displacements, atomic positions, broadening factors) were then used combined with a 
dampening factor of 9 Å to mimic the organisation of amorphous phases at small distances. 

All solid-state NMR spectra were obtained on a Bruker 700 MHz (16.4 T) AVANCE III spectrometer using 
a 4 mm MAS Bruker probe. Adamantane was used as a secondary reference for 1H and 13C chemical 
shifts48 whereas 85 % H3PO4(aq) was used as reference for 31P (0.0 ppm). Due to probe signal, 1H fast 
MAS NMR spectra (14 kHz) were systematically recorded using a background suppression scheme first 
proposed by Cory and Ritchey49 (number of scans 8; relaxation delay 30 s for full relaxation; line 
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broadening 10 Hz; t90°(1H) = 5.7 µs). Here, no homonuclear decoupling was applied making direct 
comparison with data reported in Yasar et al.50 possible. The 13C CP MAS NMR spectra were recorded 
under fast MAS (14 kHz). The precise set-up of the Hartmann-Hahn condition was performed using the 
10PyACC13 and 5PyACC13 samples (90-100 ramped cross polarisation).51 Spinal-64 1H decoupling (50 
kHz) was applied during the acquisition (9.8 µs pulses).52 For 10PyACC13: number of scans 5000; 
relaxation delay 3 s; experimental time ~ 4 h; contact time 10 ms; t90°(1H) = 5.0 µs; line broadening 20 
Hz. For 5PyACC13: number of scans 5000; relaxation delay 3 s; experimental time ~ 4 h; contact time 
10 ms; t90°(1H) = 5.2 µs; line broadening 20 Hz. The 13C MAS NMR spectra were recorded under fast 
MAS (14 kHz) and Spinal-64 1H decoupling during the acquisition. For 10PyACC13: number of scans 
504; relaxation delay 120 s; experimental time ~ 17 h; t90°(13C) = 7.5 µs; 30° flip angle for quantitative 
measurements; line broadening 30 Hz. For 5PyACC13: number of scans 448; relaxation delay 120 s; 
experimental time ~ 16 h; t90°(13C) = 8.2 µs; 30° flip angle for quantitative measurements; line 
broadening 30 Hz. The 31P CP MAS NMR spectra were recorded under fast MAS (14 kHz). The precise 
set-up of the Hartmann-Hahn condition was performed using the 10PyACC13 and 5PyACC13 samples. 
Spinal-64 1H decoupling (50.0 kHz) was applied during the acquisition.52 For 10PyACC13: number of 
scans 3336; relaxation delay 3 s; experimental time ~ 3 h; contact time 3 ms; t90°(1H) = 5.0 µs; line 
broadening 100 Hz. For 5PyACC13: number of scans 10000; relaxation delay 3 s; experimental time 
~ 8.3 h; contact time 3 ms; t90°(1H) = 5.2 µs; line broadening 100 Hz. All simulations of spectra were 
performed by using the DMFit program.53 
 
 

Results and discussion 
 

1. Influence of the pyrophosphate amount: crystalline vs. amorphous samples 
The structure of the synthesised zPyACC powders precipitated in presence of 0.0 to 10.0 mol. % of 
pyrophosphate in the anionic solution was characterised by XRD (Figure 1a). The powder precipitated 
in absence of pyrophosphate (0PyACC) showed diffraction peaks characteristics of calcite, with a 
maximal peak at 29.4° and apparent size of crystallites of about 112 ± 1 nm (Debye-Scherrer). This 
sample was not fully crystallised (87 % of crystallinity as estimated with EVA software). Calcite peaks 
were also present but with lower intensities in 1PyACC and 2.5PyACC XRD diagrams for which a slight 
contribution of a diffuse halo around 30° (more pronounced for 2.5PyACC sample than for the 1PyACC 
one) was detected. Indeed, the crystallinity and crystallites mean size of the 1PyACC and 2.5PyACC 
powders were evaluated respectively to 77 % for 70.0 ± 0.5 nm crystallites and 51 % for 57.4 ± 0.4 
nm crystallites. For 3.5 % of pyrophosphate and over (i.e. for 3.5PyACC, 5PyACC and 10PyACC samples), 
only a broad halo between 25° and 35° was detected, demonstrating an amorphous structure.54 
Consequently, it appeared that adding pyrophosphate to the initial anionic solution reduced the 
quantity of crystalline phase of the resulting zPyACC, with a notable gap between 2.5 % and 3.5 % of 
pyrophosphate, leading to a fully amorphous material for initial % of pyrophosphate ≥ 3.5 %. For calcite 
containing materials (0PyACC, 1PyACC and 2.5PyACC), the higher the initial pyrophosphate 
concentration was, the smaller were the crystallites and the crystallinity. 

Various domains of interest corresponding to vibrations of the carbonate and pyrophosphate groups 
can be detected by infrared spectroscopy (Figures 1b, 1c).55,56 The major carbonate band constituted 
by a split peak at 1415 - 1490 cm-1 characteristic of the asymmetric stretching ν3CO3 of the ACC, is 
usually single and shifted to 1390 cm-1 for calcite, as in the 0PyACC spectrum. In the same way, the 
out-of-plane stretching ν2CO3 at 865 cm-1 for ACC is shifted to 875 cm-1 for calcite, and the ν4 mode at 
712 cm-1 for calcite is broadened and therefore not detectable for ACC. Indeed, the narrow ν4 band of 
0PyACC slowly disappeared when increasing the pyrophosphate content. In the same time, the bands 
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associated to pyrophosphate (δPO3 and ρPO3 of P2O7
4-

 at 410 - 650 cm-1, νasPOP at 925 cm-1, νsPO3 at 
1035 cm-1 and the most intense band νasPO3 at 1070 - 1200 cm-1 with a maximum at 1150 cm-1) and 
more particularly the νasPO3 became more and more intense (Figure 1c), showing a higher integration 
of pyrophosphate in the powder. Infrared and Raman spectroscopy (Figure S3) allowed identifying the 
PO3 bands as similar to the ones found in pure amorphous calcium pyrophosphate.45 

Finally, these analyses (especially the XRD) highlighted that the pyrophosphate initial content required 
to obtain a fully amorphous phase was between 2.5 mol. % and 3.5 mol. %. This is much higher than 
the low content determined by Lin and Singer41 (0.00025 mol. %) or Sutor and Percival57 (0.34 mol. %) 
but they were focusing on a delay of calcite crystallisation rather than a full inhibition of its 
crystallisation. On the contrary, in Ben’s patent,40 the initial pyrophosphate proportion in solution used 
was in the same range than in the present study, and ACC stabilised with 3.3 mol. % and 5.5 mol. % 
(with respect to carbonate) were still amorphous at 86 % and 96 % after 98 days in air respectively. 
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Figure 1: a) X-ray diffractograms of zPyACC powders synthesised in presence of various concentration of pyrophosphate. The 
narrow peaks are characteristic of calcite whereas the broad halo around 30° was attributed to the amorphous structure. b)  
and c) Infrared spectra of zPyACC powders with identification of the vibrational bands of carbonate and pyrophosphate groups 
and in c) a zoom in the 400 - 1300 cm-1 region (corresponding to the pink rectangle in Figure 1b). 

The chemical composition of the synthesised zPyACC determined by chemical titrations (Ca2+, CO3
2-, 

P2O7
4-), ICP-OES (Na+) and TGA (H2O, Figure S4) analyses is reported in Table 1. For the 10PyACC, the 

pyrophosphate over carbonate ions ratio was 13.8 ± 0.5 mol. %, i.e. higher than the 10 mol. % 
introduced in the initial solution. In fact, in all of the zPyACC-synthesised powders the P2O7

4-/CO3
2- 
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molar ratio was systematically higher than the initial one in solution (see first and last columns in Table 
1). This was due to a competition between carbonate and pyrophosphate anions, favourable to the 
latter due to its higher formal charge and number of potential bonds.41 If we consider that all of the 
initial pyrophosphate (5 mmol, for the 10PyACC) precipitated, 10 mmol of calcium were consumed 
meanwhile all of the remaining calcium (40 mmol) were associated with carbonate, leading to a 
theoretical Py/CO3 ratio of 12.5% in the solid, which is in accordance with the experimental value 
(13.8 %). This ratio also confirmed the integration of pyrophosphate into the final powders, in 
agreement with FTIR spectroscopy. The calcium amount was decreasing from 0.96 mmol to 0.83 mmol 
for 0PyACC to 10PyACC (Table 1). The carbonate quantity showed a more pronounced decrease, from 
0.96 mmol for 0PyACC to 0.64 mmol for 10PyACC in line with its unfavourable competition with 
pyrophosphate to be associated with calcium. The sodium amount was very low and quite constant 
between the different zPyACC synthesised powders, ranging from 0.00567 mmol to 0.00795 mmol. As 
illustrated in Figure 2, for each zPyACC sample the sum of the number of moles of calcium, sodium, 
carbonate and pyrophosphate ions normalised by their respective charges was lower than 0.04 mmol 
(for 100 mg of powder). It implied that the positive (Ca2+, Na+) and negative (CO3

2-, P2O7
4-) ions charges 

were quite balanced, with some slight differences maybe due to a small contribution of pyrophosphate 
hydrolysis into orthophosphate ions (HPO4

2- and/or PO4
3-). Thus no other ions were integrated into the 

zPyACC samples in significant amounts. It was unexpected considering the high pH of synthesis (around 
12) that could favour hydroxide anions integration in the solid (but no OH FTIR vibration band was 
observed in Figure 1b). OH- ions were described in literature as ACC stabilisers integrated in the ACC 
network and an amorphous basic calcium carbonate was even mentioned in some articles, with a 
carbonate substitution by OH-, enhancing thermal stability.31,33 The presence of the pyrophosphate 
anions could probably explain the non-integration of hydroxide ions. The presence of 
hydrogencarbonate anions was prevented by the high pH synthesis as well: according to the literature, 
at pH 11.5 and 20°C, CO3

2- ions are predominant and less than 10 % of HCO3
- anions are observed.58 

 

Table 1 : Chemical composition (Ca2+, CO32-, P2O74-, Na+) of the synthesised zPyACC samples determined by chemical titrations 
and ICP-OES analysis, water content determined by TGA, and comparison of the initial P2O74-/CO32- molar ratio in solution 
(molar % introduced in the anionic solution) and the final ratio titrated in the material. Quantities are expressed in mmoles 
for 100 mg of powder.  
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Figure 2: Number of mmoles (for 100 mg of zPyACC powder) of calcium, sodium, carbonate and pyrophosphate ions multiplied 
by their respective charges, in each zPyACC samples. The last graph represents the sum of the four first ones. 

 

2. Multiscale organisation of pyrophosphate-doped calcium carbonates 
FEG-SEM micrographs (Figure 3) showed the morphology of the particles of the different zPyACC 
samples. For the 0PyACC (Figure 3a), we obtained the typical rhombohedral calcite crystals59 (with 
some little alterations or layered crystals) aggregated, which was coherent with the identification by 
XRD (Figure 1a). Some small globular agglomerates can also be observed (red arrow in Figure 3a, zoom 
in Figure 3b), characteristics of ACC which could be a transient intermediate in calcite formation.18,22  
We showed that when the pyrophosphate amount increased, more ACC was formed (Figure 1a), and 
a change in crystals/particles shape and size was observed (Figures 3c, 3e). Indeed, for 1PyACC, small 
crystals were assembled in a preferential direction along a preferential plane (anisotropy) (along the 
blue arrow in Figure 3c) and co-existed with rounded particles (Figure 3d), the latter being attributed 
to ACC.21,37 Analogous particle morphologies can be observed for 2.5PyACC, also composed by calcite 
(assembled and oriented small crystals along the blue arrow on Figure 3e) and ACC (amorphous 
rounded particles on Figure 3f). This was in agreement with the XRD diagrams (Figure 1a) on which 
both sharp peaks (calcite) and a diffuse halo (ACC) can be distinguished. In addition, we could notice a 
decrease of the assembled crystals size from 1PyACC to 2.5PyACC sample (Figures 3c and 3e, 
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respectively) which was also in agreement with calcite XRD peaks widening when the pyrophosphate 
proportion increased in the powder (Figure 1a). As for 3.5PyACC to 10PyACC, identified as fully 
amorphous by XRD (Figure 1a), FEG-SEM showed agglomerates of rounded particles (Figures 3g, 3h, 
3i). Measurements of a population of particles gave a diameter between 40 and 50 nm with a relative 
homogeneity of size. 

 

Figure 3: FEG-SEM images of the zPyACC samples synthesised with various pyrophosphate contents: 0PyACC (a and b), 1PyACC 
(c and d), 2.5PyACC (e and f), 3.5PyACC (g), 5PyACC (h), 10PyACC (i). The red arrow in (a) indicates where the zoom (b) was 
realised. The blue arrows in (c) and (e) show the preferential axis for calcite crystals growth. 

The SSA was quite small (< 1 m²/g) for 0PyACC as it was mainly composed by large calcite crystals; it 
increased a lot for zPyACC powders including higher proportion of pyrophosphate (Figure 4) and thus 
higher proportion of amorphous phase(s). Indeed, the presence of an amorphous part and the 
decrease of the calcite crystals size in 1PyACC and 2.5PyACC led to an increase of their SSA to 24.3 ± 
0.1 m²/g and 39.3 ± 0.2 m²/g respectively. For the fully amorphous powders (3.5PyACC, 5PyACC and 
10PyACC), the SSA was in the same range, between 47.9 ± 0.2 m²/g and 56.6 ± 0.3 m²/g. It was coherent 
regarding the FEG-SEM images and the granular shape of those particles. When compared to the 
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literature, it is important to ensure that the degassing parameters were equivalent whatever the 
samples, because they determine how much surface or structural water was removed before SSA 
measurements. Indeed, after preliminary tests we chose to concentrate on the removal of physisorbed 
water (i.e. 2 h of degassing at 50°C), leaving the internal/structural water because this water may be 
predominant for the powder structuring. The SSA measured for zPyACC powders were much lower 
that some reported in the literature (from 300 to 600 m²/g) with 6 h of degassing at 100°C.60,61 
However, they were comparable to the SSA of 42 m²/g for a 50 nm-ACC (degassed 18 h at room 
temperature)62 or of 42 m²/g for 90 nm-ACC (without degassing).63 The SSA of 0PyACC was also similar 
to the 0.99 m²/g of calcite (degassed 18 h at room temperature).62 By FEG-SEM (Figures 3g, 3h, 3i) we 
observed similar particles sizes for the fully amorphous zPyACC samples. However, the SSA being 
dependent of the size of particles, we expected smaller nanoparticles when increasing pyrophosphate 
content but this cannot be discernible due to the limit of resolution. DTA (Figure S5) showed an 
increase of the crystallisation temperature (first exothermic peak30) when increasing the 
pyrophosphate content, which goes from 362°C for 5PyACC to 432°C for 10PyACC. This is in line with 
the decrease of the particle size64 and a higher stability regarding crystallisation, as it was already 
shown for orthophosphate-stabilised ACC.14,37 The second exothermic peak, clearly noticeable for 
5PyACC and 10PyACC, may be related to the internal hydrolysis of pyrophosphate into orthophosphate 
involving structural water, and its crystallisation into hydroxyapatite.56 An endothermic peak around 
110°C was present in the thermograms of all the zPyACC samples, associated to the loss of adsorbed 
and structural water.  

A smaller particle size with higher pyrophosphate contents let us assume that Py had a surfactant role 
or in other words a complexing role (as clusters could be assimilated as big macromolecules). Additives 
decreasing the particles size are indeed documented and relatively common for various types of 
compounds, and in particular for phosphates,14,37 increasing stability toward temperature. It was also 
observed for pyrophosphate additives in one study.38 

 

Figure 4: Specific surface area of the synthesised zPyACC powders, measured by the BET method. 

STEM observations of 5PyACC (Figure 5) and 10PyACC (data not shown) were realised after resin 
inclusion and ultramicrotomy. Almost spherical particles of various sizes, with diameters ranging from 
10 to 60 nm for 10PyACC and 70 to 100 nm for 5PyACC, were observed. The particles analysed were 
smaller in the 10PyACC cross section than in the 5PyACC’s one and less particles are present in the 
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latter. As larger particles were removed from the cross section during cutting, these observations could 
be related to the surfactant role of pyrophosphate discussed earlier, stabilising more numerous and 
smaller particles (as observed for 10PyACC compared to 5PyACC). The particles were amorphous but 
some parts quickly crystallise under the electron beam, as attested by fast Fourier Transform of the 
STEM images (not presented here). The dark field TEM image in Figure 5 (where heavier elements 
appeared in lighter colour) showed that the 5PyACC nanoparticles seemed quite homogeneous in term 
of elemental distribution at the beginning of the observation (Figure 5a). However, a zone of lower 
electronic density quickly appeared (Figure 5b) and grew under the beam (Figure 5c) during the EDS 
analysis, but without modifying the external shape of the particle, as it could be seen in the movie in 
Supporting Information (SI-F). We could attribute this phenomenon to the water radiolysis, identified 
by Du et al.:65 structural water transformed into water vapour due to the beam energy, then was 
entrapped into the particle by the surrounding resin barrier, forming a bubble inside the particle. A 
correlation between the number of bubbles and the water content was established by these authors, 
but not observed in the present study due to the small particles size and the small number of zPyACC 
samples analysed (only two). Furthermore, EDS analyses highlighted the homogeneous distribution of 
oxygen, phosphorus and calcium in the volume, suggesting a homogeneous coexistence of carbonate 
and pyrophosphate units at the nanoscopic scale (see more explanations in Supporting Note SI-F). This 
elemental repartition and water radiolysis were also observed for the other particles analysed from 
these two samples. 

Figure 5: 5PyACC STEM images, after inclusion in resin and ultramicrotomy. Dark field images taken just after focalisation (a), 
and before (b) and after (c) EDS analysis. The water vapour bubble formed by radiolysis was identified by the red arrows on 
(b) and (c)  The oxygen (d), phosphorus (e) and calcium (f) elemental distributions were evaluated for a 60 frames (6min34s) 
EDS mapping. Oxygen also appears outside of the particle as a constituent of the polymeric resin. 

The SAXS plotting in Figure 6 showed a different behaviour between the crystalline powders (0PyACC 
and 1PyACC) and the other ones. Indeed, the intensity was increased for the 2.5PyACC to the 10PyACC, 
corresponding to an increase of the electronic density and so on of a densification of the powders. It 
could appear counterintuitive regarding the FEG-SEM images in Figure 3, where the powders appeared 
fractals from the 2.5PyACC to the 10PyACC. However, there was some free space between the large 
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crystals present in the 0PyACC and 1PyACC samples, not present into the other powders with 
aggregated nanoparticles. Consequently, the latter were denser.  

Beyond this general trend, the SAXS curves can be divided in four domains,66 as illustrated in Figure 6:  
- small scattering vector q (domain I), giving at the slope change a first dimension D1 

characteristic of the nanoparticles size;  
- the slope giving information on the surface of the nanoparticles (domain II); 
- intermediate q (domain III), representative of an intra-particles size R2 and internal 

interactions;  
- finally, larger q (domain IV) corresponding to scattering/diffraction induced by the atomic 

network and crystal lattice if any.  

By fitting with a power law at small scattering vectors both of the slopes before and after the inflexion 
point, the SASView software allowed determining the first dimension D1 of the nanoparticles, listed in 
Table 2. Briefly, the power law is defined by the expression I(q) = k.q-p, where k and p can be obtained 
by the fit. Then, the intersection point of both lines corresponds to q1 = 2π/D1. The size of the 
nanoparticles was significantly decreased when increasing the pyrophosphate amount, from 104.0 ± 
1.0 nm for 1PyACC to 51.9 ± 0.2 nm for 10PyACC. Nevertheless, this diameter had only slight variations 
with the pyrophosphate amount for fully amorphous samples (between 59.3 ± 0.4 nm for 3.5PyACC 
and 51.9 ± 0.2 nm for 10PyACC). These results were in good agreement with FEG-SEM results and 
reinforced the hypothesis of surfactant properties of pyrophosphate highlighted by the latter 
technique. It was confirmed by the slope (between 3.9 and 4.0) of the intermediate part of the curve 
(see domain II, Figure 6), synonym of a defined surface that can be correlated to smooth particles 
surfaces observed with FEG-SEM. The difference between the crystallite size calculated through the 
Scherrer formula based on the XRD data (Figure 1a) and the values obtained here from SAXS data were 
not discussed here. Considering pure ACC, the average diameter described in the literature varies 
between 0.7 nm and 200 nm. Indeed, a population of small (0.7 nm - 1.1 nm) ACC particles was 
mentioned, co-existing with bigger ones (30 nm - 250 nm).67 Nanoparticles of 20 nm - 50 nm were 
often obtained,17,19,21 sometimes assembled in a secondary nucleation step in 60 nm - 120 nm 
particles19,68 or gathered in 50 nm - 100 nm aggregates.21 Some bigger ACC particles (up to 200 nm64) 
were seen by SEM, but possibly being agglomerates. Hence, in the present study we are in line with 
most published articles. 

Going to higher q (domain III in Figure 6), a maximum of intensity (small hump) was observed around 
0.17 Å-1 for all the curves apart for the 0PyACC one. With the approximation of a spherical shape for 
the intra-particles entities, assuming they were constituted of calcite or vaterite core (based on proto-
calcite or proto-vaterite clusters as detailed in the introduction21 and considering that calcite or 
vaterite were the inhibited crystalline phase) into an aqueous environment, a sphere model with a 
structure factor S(q) (hard sphere model) was used to determine their size (see Supporting Note SI-G 
for more details and Figure S6). It appeared that all of the powders from 1PyACC to 10PyACC contained 
small entities of the same radius of 2.5 nm. Hence, these 5 nm-diameter entities would be 
characteristic of this pyrophosphate-stabilised ACC, no matters the Py quantity.  

Looking at larger scattering vectors than for the X-rays scattering, the WAXS 2D curves were obtained 
(Figure 7a), with diffraction peaks for the 0PyACC, 1PyACC, 2.5PyACC as well as small ones for the 
3.5PyACC. Whereas for the first three powders the conventional X-rays diffractograms (Figure 1a) 
already indicated the presence of calcite crystals, for the latter (3.5PyACC) they were observed only 
with this wide-angle technique, probably due to a longer counting time on each angle. In the zoom in 
Figure 7b showing the peaks region with shifted curves (for more clarity), the peaks of 0PyACC and 
some of 1PyACC and 2.5PyACC could be identified as calcite ones (grey lines). However, other peaks, 
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with a relative intensity higher in the 1PyACC and 2.5PyACC rather than in the 0PyACC (without 
pyrophosphate), could be attributed to vaterite (pink lines). Their presence could be due to the calcite 
inhibitor role of pyrophosphate, which quantity was too small to fully inhibit crystallisation but which 
partially prevented calcite formation, leaving some possibilities for vaterite precursor to form. 

 

Figure 6: Experimental SAXS data of the zPyACC samples, plotted as log(I(q))=log(q), with I the intensity and q the scattering 
vector. Four domains can be identified. The first curvature around q = 0.07 Å-1 in the domain I gave us information about the 
size of the nanoparticles D1, the slope of the line in domain II about the surface of the nanoparticles; meanwhile the hump 
around q = 0.2 Å-1 in domain III, highlighted by the red arrow, and present for all except the 0PyACC, was attributed to the 
entities with a radius R2.  

Figure 7: Experimental WAXS2D data (a) and zoom in the green rectangle (b) of the zPyACC, plotted as log(I(q))=log(q), with 
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I the intensity and q the scattering vector. The zoom (b) presents the curves with a shift for better clarity. The grey and pink 
bars correspond respectively to the calcite and vaterite calculated pattern (from the XRD JCPDS database).  

 

Table 2: Diameter of the nanoparticles D1 and radius of the intra-particles entities R2 for the zPyACC powders. It was not 
determined for the 0PyACC because the sphere model used for the fitting was not consistent with the cubic calcite crystal 
shape observed by FEG-SEM (Figures 3a and 3b). The uncertainties are coming from the fitting process. 

 

 

3. Toward a pyrophosphate-stabilised ACC model 
To further investigate the structuration of the amorphous phase and its potential evolution in this 
series of zPyACC samples, PDF analysis was performed for all the samples. Briefly, the pair distribution 
function, G(r), describes the probability of finding a pair of atoms at an r distance (see SI-H1 for more 
details).69–71 

Figure 8 clearly showed that 1PyACC and 2.5PyACC powders were crystalline (as expected from XRD) 
whereas the 3.5PyACC, 5PyACC and 10PyACC powders were amorphous (coherence length, i.e. the 
maximum distance in the powder for which the atoms are organised < 10 Å). Crystalline samples, Figure 
S8 and Table S1, showed coherence length above 50 nm, 52-58 nm for 1PyACC and 50-55 nm for 
2.5PyACC, knowing that at such high distances, specific values are difficult to determine by PDF curves. 
It was interesting to note that both coherence lengths were close, but the peak intensities tended to 
decline with r much faster for 2.5PyACC than for 1PyACC, giving insight of a possible additional phase. 
As expected from XRD, both experimental 1PyACC and 2.5PyACC PDF curves only presented peaks at 
distances corresponding to calcite.72 Given the different intensity attenuations between reference 
calcite, 1PyACC and 2.5PyACC, intensity normalisation had been imposed based on a high r peaks. It 
showed that all samples presented the same structure at high distances, i.e. calcite, but that an 
additional amorphous phase was also present at small order (below 9 Å). Subtraction between 
experimental pure calcite curve and either 1PyACC or 2.5PyACC experimental curves allowed us to 
confirm the presence of additional amorphous phase, and to attest that this amorphous phase was 
similar for both samples (called a1PyACC and a2.5PyACC). Its proportion was getting higher with higher 
amount of pyrophosphate (Figure S10c). In addition, Figure 9a also proved that a1PyACC and 
a2.5PyACC presented the same organisation as 3.5PyACC, 5PyACC and 10PyACC. Figure S11 indicated 
that this amorphous phase clearly had a different structuration than calculated amorphous calcite 
(calcite pattern with an imposed signal attenuation at 8 Å (see Supporting Note SI-H3 for more details), 
but, as seen in Figure 9b, was close to amorphous vaterite  (calculated on the basis of Demichelis’s 
representation73 and likewise artificially attenuated at 8 Å). All in all our results showed that starting 
from reference calcite (0PyACC) synthesis, the presence of pyrophosphate during the co-precipitation 
decreased the amount of calcite, and produced an increasing amount of proto-vaterite amorphous 
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phase. Above 3.5 % Py, the sample was composed with only this proto-vaterite amorphous phase, as 
described by Gebauer et al.21 Synthetic and biogenic ACC mainly display an organisation at a short or 
medium-range of about 8-10 Å, as proven by PDF14,74,75 or EXAFS spectroscopy.6 At this short distance 
order, some ACC structures were shown to present the same organisation as one of the CaCO3 
crystalline phase. Indeed, similarities to calcite structure were demonstrated by NMR,21,22 FTIR 
spectroscopy,21,22 EXAFS22,26 and PDF:24 this ACC was called proto-calcite ACC. In the same way, proto-
vaterite (NMR,21 FTIR,21 and EXAFS27 spectroscopies) and proto-aragonite structures (NMR,23 
EXAFS,23,27 PDF25) were also observed in synthetic ACCs. Yet, the similarities to a known-crystalline 
polymorph were subtle, and some articles described a short-range organisation that differed from all 
of the known crystalline forms14,75 or no short-range organisation at all (maybe due to a synthesis at 
high supersaturation).76 Proto-crystalline structures were also identified for biogenic ACC, either as 
proto-calcite in Ficus cystoliths (EXAFS spectroscopy),35 in sea urchin embryos (EXAFS spectroscopy)77 
or in avian eggshell (FTIR spectroscopy)78 or as proto-aragonite in the shell of freshwater snails (EXAFS 
spectroscopy).79 In the present study the obtaining of a proto-crystalline structure was expected, and 
the similarities to the vaterite phase were not surprising taking into account the known calcite 
inhibition properties of pyrophosphate ions.  

 

Figure 8: Experimental PDF curves (Gexp(r)) of the zPyACC synthesised samples, with the 10 Å length highlighted. 
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Figure 9: PDF comparisons of the amorphous phase of the 1PyACC and 2.5PyACC (a1PyACC and a2.5PyACC respectively, see 
details in the Supporting Note SI-H4) with 3.5PyACC, 5PyACC and 10PyACC Gexp(r) (a). Comparison of experimental 3.5PyACC, 
5PyACC and 10PyACC PDF curves with the calculated “amorphous” vaterite (aVaterite) (b) (see details on the calculation in 
the Supporting Note SI-H3). 

In order to unravel the localisation of each constitutive ion and to build a model of the PyACC clusters, 
solid-state NMR was performed on the 5PyACC13 and 10PyACC13 powders. The 1H MAS NMR spectra 
of 10PyACC13 and 5PyACC13 are presented in Figure 10. Despite limited resolution and following Yasar 
et al. in the case of amorphous calcium phosphate phases doped with carbonate,50 three regions could 
be observed corresponding to the following values of δiso(1H): ~ 5.0 ppm, ~ 7.0 ppm (as a shoulder) and 
a broader (and very minor) range located at [10 ppm-13 ppm]. Such contributions were observed as 
well in the case of amorphous calcium pyrophosphates.80 Yasar et al.50 assigned the resonance at 
~ 5.0 ppm to loosely bound (physisorbed) water molecules and a resonance at ~ 7.0 ppm to strongly 
bound molecules. From 5PyACC13 to 10PyACC13, one saw no clear modification on the 1H NMR 
spectra. This indicated that the “loosely” bound water molecules were not particularly sensitive to the 
increase in pyrophosphate species, at these %. The presence of the shoulder at ~ 7.0 ppm in both 
samples supported the idea of a strongly bound “pseudo-structural” water in addition to the surface 
adsorbed one, highlighted by TGA curves (Figure S4) with a mass loss associated to dehydration 
occurring until almost 300°C.74 However, this amount was really small compared to the free water, as 
the shoulder was much less pronounced than in Yasar’s 1H MAS NMR spectra.50 The resonances in the 
[10 ppm - 17 ppm] region may be assigned to HPO4

2− or HCO3
− species but in a very low amount.  
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Figure 10: 1H MAS NMR spectra of 10PyACC13 (in green) and 5PyACC13 (in blue). The very sharp lines at 3.69 and 1.18 ppm 
correspond to minor ethanol impurity. ■: residual background signal. The orange rectangle corresponds to the resonances of 
acidic phosphate groups (if present), following Yasar et al.50 

In addition, for both samples, 13C MAS and CP MAS NMR spectra were not exactly superimposed but 
the difference did not exceed the limit of ± 0.04 ppm (Figures 11a, 11b) which could be related to 
instrumental drifts. This demonstrated that the global distribution of water molecules can be 
considered as homogeneous regarding the carbonate, i.e. there is no important water-free area within 
the powders (as can be obtained with micro-sized anhydrous crystals for instance). Indeed, 5PyACC 
and 10PyACC contained important amount of water (evaluated with TGA, Table 1), up to 0.78 mmol 
(for 100 mg of powder) for 10PyACC (14.0 wt. %), this amount decreasing significantly with the 
pyrophosphate one, as 0PyACC, mainly composed by calcite, contained only 0.08 mmol of H2O 
(equivalent to 1.5 wt. %). This is in line with most of the synthetic ACC described in published articles, 
containing between 11 and 22 wt.% water (i.e. from 0.7 to 1.6 mole of water for one mole of 
carbonate),14,37,75 and even with the stable biogenic ones (approximatively 15 wt. % of structural 
water6,35). Water is described as an ACC stabiliser, by preventing carbonate re-organisation and 
dehydration with hydrogen bonds.28,81 Consequently, the thermodynamic stability of ACC increases 
with its hydration state; the increase in water content we showed in zPyACC samples when 
pyrophosphate content increased reinforced this hypothesis. 
 
The 13C CP MAS NMR spectra of 10PyACC13 and 5PyACC13 samples are presented in Figures S12a, 
S12b, respectively. Here, the whole spectra were shown in order to highlight the major CO3

2− 
contributions and the (very) small HCO3

− contributions (vertical blue arrows).50 Such contributions 
were observed only on the 13C CP MAS spectra and were almost non-detectable in the corresponding 
13C MAS NMR spectra (Figures 11a, 11b). The simulation of the 13C MAS and CP MAS NMR spectra 
(Figures 11a, 11b) was straightforward using two components, one being of very minor intensity 
(HCO3

−). The parameters, in Table 3, corresponded to those of optimised in DMFit software.53 The 
isotropic chemical shift distribution for the CO3

2− was estimated to a line width (LW) of 3.56 ppm, in 
full agreement with data reported by Yasar et al.50 HCO3

− species exhibited a larger isotropic chemical 
shift distribution (LW = 5.72 ppm). Such values are in full agreement with data already reported in the 
literature.21,50,82 More specifically, δiso(13C) = 168.42/168.47 ppm were close to the values observed for 
proto-calcite (pc) or proto-vaterite (pv)-ACC, 168.7 ppm and  169.5 ppm respectively.21 Most 
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importantly, the 13C MAS and CP MAS spectra obtained under fast MAS (14 kHz) for 5PyACC13 and 
10PyACC13 were not subjected to any variations in time. It is in strong contrast with data reported by 
Gebauer et al.21 showing a clear evolution of the spectra from ACCs to more crystalline calcite and 
vaterite phases (such transformations could be associated to centrifugal forces in the rotor and/or 
local heating due to air friction). It highlighted the net effect of Py moieties as a factor of stabilisation 
for 5PyACC13 and 10PyACC13. Such moieties could be tightly bound to carbonate proto-crystalline 
clusters and water molecules through H-bonds. As the number of carbonate molecules per proto-
crystalline cluster is small (approximatively 17 carbonates ions per cluster, as calculated considering 
the number of carbonates per vaterite cell, the volume of the cell and the volume of the 1 nm-cluster), 
the effect of closely located Py on δiso(13C) could be noticeable. In other words, the observed centre of 
gravity of the resonances located at δiso(13C) = 168.42/168.47 ppm could be associated to proto-
crystalline clusters bound to Py molecules (in ref.21, proto-calcite (pc) or proto-vaterite (pv)-ACC 
reported at δiso(13C) = 168.7 and 169.5 ppm corresponded to samples obtained in the absence of 
additives). In this case, the 13C chemical shifts associated to crystalline calcite and vaterite were not 
suitable for direct assignment of the proto-phases.21 The pc vs pv nature of the ACC was given by PDF 
analyses (see above, Figure 9b) and not by solid state NMR solely.  

The 31P CP MAS NMR spectra of 10PyACC13 and 5PyACC13 are presented in Figures 11c and 11d, and 
the quantitative values are presented in Table 3. Each spectrum exhibited a major component assigned 
to pyrophosphate species (~ −6.7 ppm), and with several associated spinning side bands.80 A minor 
deshielded component was observed as well (~ 2.9 ppm). Gras et al.80  and Slater et al.83 assigned this 
particular component to traces of orthophosphates, respectively 8.6 % and 8.8 % for 5PyACC13 and 
10PyACC13. They can result from the partial hydrolysis of pyrophosphate ions under ageing,56 being 
consistent with the differences to the charge balance observed in the sum of the ions amounts in Figure 
2. The characteristics of the orthophosphate resonances (Table 3) were in very close agreement with 
those observed for carbonate doped amorphous calcium phosphate phases.50 31P CP MAS NMR  yet 
confirmed the integration of pyrophosphate into the resulting material. Even though the P2O7

4− peak 
position (δiso) of 5PyACC13 and 10PyACC13 were close (respectively – 6.6 ppm and – 6.8 ppm), their 
width at half maximum (LW) differed (6.9 ppm and 7.2 ppm respectively). It may be due to a different 
environment of Py ions. Indeed, pyrophosphate anions can bond to the calcium carbonate core 
through H-bonds from the water molecules, stabilising the proto-vaterite structure. At a higher Py 
amount, when all of the clusters are stabilised the remaining Py anions could be located close to the 
surface of the larger nanoparticles and act as surfactants, reducing their size (as illustrated by SAXS 
and BET analyses – see section 2 above) and leading to the broadening the corresponding 31P 
resonance. 
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Figure 11: 13C CP MAS (black dashed) and MAS (red) spectra of 10PyACC13 (a) and 5PyACC13 (b). Vertical lines indicate the 
resonances of CO32− and HCO3

− (see also Figures S12a, S12b). 31P CP MAS spectra of 10PyACC13 (c) and 5PyACC13 (d). Orange, 
plain: PO43− and/or HPO42− species. Orange: P2O74−. The corresponding isotropic δiso(31P) ranges are indicated. The other 
resonances correspond to spinning sidebands (mostly from P2O74− species). 

 

Table 3: Parameters of the 13C CP MAS and 31P CP MAS NMR spectra of 5PyACC13 and 10PyACC13 samples, considering the 
main resonance of CO32- and P2O74- respectively but also the minor ones (HCO3- and PO43-and/or HPO42-). 

 

Taking into account all of the multiscale advanced characterisation results, a model of the PyACC 
nanoscale cluster was build, presented in Figure 12. PDF analyses highlighted the existence of a 1 nm-
proto-vaterite cluster (in grey in Figure 12), including exclusively Ca2+ and CO3

2- entities organised 
similarly to the vaterite crystal structure. It is in line with theoretical studies from Colas et al.68 stating 
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the existence of some ordered anhydrous CaCO3 clusters surrounded by highly hydrated regions, as 
demonstrated by Monte-Carlo simulation and PDF on Mg-doped ACC. In our case, pyrophosphate 
anions may surround the proto-vaterite cluster being tightly linked through H-bonds from the water 
molecules as highlighted by solid-state NMR, probably stabilising it since its early formation during 
precipitation (cf. PNC theories developed in the introduction), in agreement with their calcite 
crystallisation inhibiting role described in the literature.41 When the Py amount is too low, they do not 
allow stabilising all the pre-nucleation clusters and consequently some of them could lead to crystal 
nucleation (i.e. dehydration and ordered aggregation of PNCs) and subsequent growth of crystals. 
Around 3.5 % of Py/CO3, all of the PNCs are probably stabilised by pyrophosphate anions surrounding 
them, and the remaining Py start to stabilise the ACC nanoparticles (in light blue in Figure 12) as well 
(explaining  the increase of SSA (Figure 4), the decrease of particles size (Table 2) and the P2O7

4− peak 
(δiso) broadening (Figures 11c, 11d)). There is an apparent contradiction with the study of Kababya et 
al., describing by solid-state NMR an amorphous calcium carbonate phosphate phase (ACCP).84 Indeed, 
the latter consists in a homogeneous dispersion of phosphates through the ACC matrix but at a 
nanoscale (each carbonate has a phosphate in its 9 Å sphere). Nonetheless, at this 1 nm-scale in our 
model, every phosphate is in the vicinity of a carbonate, appearing as homogeneously dispersed too. 
Our study could also be consistent with the results of other articles on phosphate-stabilised ACC.38,85 
A denser but thin layer of “pseudo-structural” water, highlighted by TGA-DTA and 1H NMR, would be 
in close vicinity of proto-vaterite and strongly linked to the Py units, avoiding ACC dehydration and so 
its re-organisation and crystallisation, as for phosphates.84 Pyrophosphates could also avoid the 
crystallisation by strong electrostatic interactions between pyrophosphate and calcium from the 
proto-vaterite clusters. The 2 nm-outer layer surrounding the PyACC cluster would consist in mobile 
water and the remaining calcium ions (as illustrated by the chemical titrations in Table 1). Even if 
calcium-pyrophosphate ion-pair formation is favoured compared to the calcium-carbonate one (as 
previously seen), we can assume that these Ca-Py ion pairs stabilise the proto-vaterite clusters instead 
of forming pure CaPy clusters and subsequently crystallise as calcium pyrophosphate. Indeed, we did 
not detect any evidence of the presence of Ca-Py entities (clusters) at a nanoscale. A recent study of 
Clark et al. 86 revealed the same kind of model for undoped ACC based on neutrons and x-ray scattering 
combined to reverse Monte Carlo modelling, with 55 nm-ACC particles containing crystalline 
anhydrous nanodomains of 2 nm which cohesion relied on interstitial strongly bound water molecules. 
Moreover, molecular dynamics simulation assessed the stability of such organisation, in particular 
when in contact with a water interface.  

To summarise, the effects of pyrophosphate on obtaining ACC are the following: 

i) Py ions reduce the size of the crystals if any and allow the formation of an amorphous 
phase; 

ii) Py ions favour and stabilise the proto-vaterite cluster, maybe through hydrogen bonds 
from water molecules to carbonate ions, and subsequently avoid the crystallisation; 

iii) When all of the proto-crystalline clusters are stabilised, Py anions act as surfactants and 
reduce the nanoparticles size; 

The increase of the Py amount is somehow related to the one of water into PyACC powders. 
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Figure 12: Schematic representation of the PyACC cluster model based on the complementary data from the advanced 
characterisation techniques implemented. 

 

Conclusion 
 

The effects of pyrophosphate ions on the multiscale structure and composition of ACC precipitated in 
their presence have been thoroughly described from the nanoscale to the macroscopic level through 
complementary advanced techniques. For a Py/CO3 ratio lower than 3.5%, the pyrophosphate reduces 
the size of the calcite crystals and allows obtaining an additional phase of ACC, in an increasing amount 
for higher Py. We demonstrated that the latter is organised in the same way as in the fully amorphous 
PyACC, and contains a 5 nm-diameter intra-particle entity, in which the 1 nm-core is organised similarly 
to vaterite (and so called proto-vaterite cluster). The pyrophosphate is in close vicinity to this vaterite-
like organised core and stabilises it. Indeed, when the Py amount is too low, some clusters start 
aggregating and dehydrating, leading to calcite crystals nucleation and growth. However, when all of 
the clusters are stabilised and a fully amorphous compound is obtained, pyrophosphate ions may act 
as surfactants stabilising the whole 50 – 60 nm ACC nanoparticles, reducing their size. We showed that 
small amounts of orthophosphates and negligible amounts of other ions (hydrogencarbonate, 
hydroxide ions) are included into this amorphous phase, but that water is in an increasing amount 
when the Py quantity increases. A small part of the water is strongly bound to the proto-vaterite cluster 
and the Py units (pseudo-structural water) and has an important role for stabilising the amorphous 
phase. The other remaining water (major part) is more labile and distributed homogeneously in the 
outer layer and/or adsorbed to the surface of the PyACC nanoparticles. The model proposed here, 
consistent with all of the multiscale complementary characterisation results we obtained and most of 
the literature, is of huge interest, as additives-stabilised ACC were poorly described in term of 
nanoscale structure. It is a predominant prerequisite to understand the underlying mechanisms of the 
formation, evolution or dissolution of ACC. Indeed, such comprehensive study could highlight the 
correlation between the nanostructure evolution, the release kinetic and finally the biological 
properties of zPyACC materials. From our point of view, these results and the associated methodology 
pave the way to the rational design of tunable amorphous and bioinspired inorganic biomaterials for 
bone applications. 
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A. Pyrophosphate precursor 
The XRD diagram and FTIR spectrum of the sodium pyrophosphate precursor are presented Figure S1. 
The attribution of the FTIR bands is done according to Gras’s work.1  

 

Figure S1: XRD diagram (left) and FTIR spectrum (right) of the synthesised sodium pyrophosphate precursor used for the 
synthesis of the zPyACC powders. 

 

B. FTIR spectroscopy analysis of the 13C-enriched zPyACC samples 
A shift of the carbonate vibration bands in FTIR spectrum (Figure S2) confirmed the quasi-total 
enrichment in 13C of the powder. Indeed, the ν2CO3 at 865 cm-1 in 10PyACC and in 5PyACC was totally 
shifted at 838 cm-1 for 10PyACC13 and 5PyACC13 samples. This shift (experimental ratio of 0.969) is in 
accordance with Rey et al.,2 stating that for the ν2CO3 vibration the line position ratio is 0.9686. It is 
also in agreement with the shift obtained by Xu et al.3 for the ν2 vibration of 100% 13C enriched calcite 
(ν2

12CO3  at 877 cm-1 and ν2
13CO3 at 850 cm-1). 
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Figure S2: FTIR spectra of the 10PyACC and 5PyACC and their corresponding 13C enriched powders, 10PyACC13 and 5PyACC13 
respectively.  

 

C. Raman spectra of the zPyACC powders 
Raman spectroscopy analysis was done using a Raman Labram HR 800 confocal microscope Horiba 
Jobin Yvon, with a continuous 532 nm argon diode laser and a power of 8 mW. Samples were observed 
with a BX 41 Olympus microscope equipped with a x100 lens, conferring a spatial resolution of 0.7 µm 
and an axial resolution (penetration length) of 2.6 µm. Spectra were collected with a spectral 
resolution of 1.5 cm-1, thanks to the grating of 600 lines per mm. Each spectrum was recorded with an 
integration time of 60 s and 3 accumulations.  

The vibration bands corresponding to the carbonate and pyrophosphate groups can be observed in 
the Raman spectra (Figure S3).4,5 The major carbonate band, corresponding to the symmetric 
stretching vibration ν1CO3, at 1085 cm-1 in the calcite (0PyACC) is shifted to 1081 cm-1 in ACC. The 
smaller bands associated to ν3CO3 and ν4CO3 are respectively at 1437 cm-1 and 712 cm-1 in calcite, but 
much less pronounced or undetectable in ACC as the lattice bands below 400 cm-1 which are also not 
detectable in ACC. Concerning the pyrophosphate, the main band, attributed to νsPO3 and located at 
1040 cm-1, is characteristic of amorphous calcium pyrophosphate (aCPP).1 The νsPOP vibration, at 732 
cm-1, is also attributed to aCPP.  
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Figure S3: Raman spectra of the various zPyACC synthesised powders, with the associated carbonate and pyrophosphate 
vibrations identified. 

 

 

D. Thermogravimetric analysis 

 

Figure S4: TGA curves of the zPyACC samples heated from 25°C to 800°C in air at a rate of 5°C/min. 
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E. Differential Thermal Analysis 

 

Figure S5: DTA curves of the synthesised zPyACC samples heated from 25°C to 800°C in air at a rate of 5°C/min. The curves are 
shifted in the inset for better clarity. 

 

F. EDS mapping methodology and analysis movie 
During the EDS analysis of the 5PyACC powder, the incident electron beam caused the water radiolysis 
as described by Du et al.6 and the water contained in the nanoparticle transformed into water vapour 
and formed an entrapped bubble into the resin. We saw this bubble moving within the particle without 
any modification of the external shape of the latter, during the 6 min of EDS analysis. The attached 
movie was created by the succession of all of the 60 frames of the analysis. The dimensions of the 
picture are 130 nm x 130 nm.  

Oxygen, phosphorus and calcium distributions into the 5PyACC particle determined by EDS analysis 
(Figures 5d, 5e, 5f) could appear inhomogeneous, unlike what we discussed in the main text of the 
article. In fact, calcium and oxygen seemed concentrated to the upper left part of the particle but it 
was related to the presence of the gas bubble at the bottom right and the low content of 
pyrophosphate. As EDS is also sensitive to the volume, for O and Ca we detected atoms from the upper 
surface of the spherical particle, but also from the lower surface after crossing the internal volume of 
the particle, except for the bottom right part that was masked by the gas bubble. But for P, as there 
was a lower content, with such a brief analysis (necessary to avoid strong alteration of the sample), we 
only collected the signal coming from the P atoms present at the upper surface of the particle, and not 
from the lower surface, leading to a distribution that appeared homogeneous despite the presence of 
the gas bubble.  

 

G. SAXS fitting 
The software SASView was used for fitting the SAXS curves. In this whole section, the uncertainties 
given are coming from the fitting process. To determine the first characteristic dimension D1, two 
power law models with a I(q) = k.q-p equation type were created. The first power law, adjusted on the 
first 6 points of the curve, was Ipl1(q) = 0.18q-2.114 for 10PyACC. The second one, adjusted to the main 
slope at the intermediate angles, was Ipl2(q) = 4.98.10-5q-3.9587. The intersection point of both lines was 
calculated at q1 = 0.0121 Å-1, i.e. with q1 = 2π/D1, D1 = 51.9 ± 0.2 nm. Then, in order to exacerbate the 
hump and make the fitting easier, the second power law Ipl2(q) was subtracted to the data. The first 
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attempt for fitting was done using a Gaussian peak model 𝐼𝐼𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺(𝑞𝑞) = 𝑘𝑘. exp �
−12 (𝑞𝑞−𝑞𝑞0)2

𝜎𝜎2
�, with the peak 

being centered at q0 and having a standard deviation of 𝜎𝜎. After an adjustment of the initial parameters 
by hand, the fitted parameters were R2Gp = 3.38 ± 0.01 nm with 𝜎𝜎 = 0.03 for 10PyACC. The fitting was 
refined using a hardsphere structure factor added to a sphere model, to take into account the 
interactions between the close spheres. The equation, given in the Materials and Methods part, was 
applied with a scattering length density of calcite (for the clusters) of 2.57.10-5 Å-2 (really close to the 
vaterite one: 2.41.10-5 Å-2) and of water of 9.48.10-6 Å-2. After a manual adjustment of the initial 
parameters it gave the following fitted parameters for 10PyACC: R2s.hs = 2.485 ± 0.008 nm with a 14 % 
polydispersity, R2eff = 3.70 ± 0.01 nm with a 10 % polydispersity and volume fraction = 0.697 ±  0.005. 
The effective radius R2eff is the distance between the centre of the sphere and the centre of the distance 
between two spheres, i.e. 2 R2eff, is equal to the distance between the centres of two-neighbour 
spheres. It was really close to the R2Gp obtained with the Gaussian peak model; consequently, we 
concluded that the latter was taking into account a part of the sphere-sphere interactions and not 
strictly the cluster radius. That is why we decided to focus mainly on the R2s.hs value, obtained with the 
sphere model, probably more accurate for the clusters size.  

For identifying the peaks present in the WAXS curves, the JCPDS data of calcite (00-005-0586), vaterite 
(hexagonal, 01-072-0506), aragonite (01-071-2392) and monohydrocalcite (01-076-7969) were used. 

Their corresponding 2θ were converted in q values using the following equation: 𝑞𝑞 =  4𝜋𝜋 sin𝜃𝜃
𝜆𝜆

 (with λ 
= 1.5 Å), then the curves were plotted and compared to the zPyACC WAXS2D curves. For clarity, we 
showed only the comparison with calcite and vaterite (the other crystalline phases having no common 
peaks).  

 

Figure S6: Explanation of the analysis method developed to fit the SAXS curves. The first dimension D1 in the domain I can be 
calculated from the coordinates of the intersection point of the tangent to the curve (modelled by power laws). The slope in 
the domain II gave information on the nanoparticles surface. Then, the cluster radius R2 in the domain III was obtained by 
fitting the hump. 

 

H. Pair Distribution Function analysis 
The reduced atomic PDF, G(r), gives, from a structural model, the probability of finding a pair of atoms 
at a distance r as follows:7–12 

G(r) = 4.π. [ρ(r) -ρ0] 
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where ρ(r) is the atomic pair-density and ρ0 is the average atomic number density.  

As defined, peaks in the G(r) function correspond to specific distances separating a pair of atoms. G(r) 
can also be extracted from an experimental XRD pattern. Indeed, G(r) is the sine Fourier Transform of 
the reduced total scattering structure function F(Q): 

F(Q) = Q.(S(Q)-1) 

𝐺𝐺(𝑟𝑟) =  
2
𝜋𝜋
� 𝑄𝑄. [𝑆𝑆(𝑄𝑄) − 1]. sin(𝑄𝑄. 𝑟𝑟) .𝑑𝑑𝑄𝑄
𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄

0
 

where Q is the magnitude of the scattering vector (𝑄𝑄 = 4𝜋𝜋 sin �𝜃𝜃
𝜆𝜆
�), 2θ being the angle between the 

incoming and outgoing X-ray, λ is the X-ray wavelength, and S(Q) is the total scattering structure 
function which is the corrected and normalised experimental measured intensity. 

Thus, PDF analysis provides information regarding inter-atomic distances leading to the local structure, 
for both crystalline and amorphous materials. When possible, the successful comparison between 
calculated and experimental G(r) leads to the structural modal validation. 

 

SI-H1: Crystalline calcite and vaterite refinements. 
Crystalline calcite and vaterite were synthesised as reference samples. Their local structures were 
refined allowing the cell parameters, isotropic atomic displacements, atomic positions and broadening 
factors to vary.  

We used the Graf. D.L’s published structure13 for calcite. Concerning vaterite many structural models 
exist. We have carefully read Burgess14 work who has been using DFT calculations, DRX and NMR data 
to compare all and select the two most probable structures. We attempted refinement from both 
models. The P3221 model15 presented a too high number of parameters to allow processing the 
refinement. We thus pursued our work with the C2 model16 which allowed refinement using all 
parameters. This led to good reliability factors of 12.9 % for calcite and 10.9 % for vaterite, thus 
validating the structural models and our PDF setup. 

 

Figure S7: Experimental (blue circles), calculated (red line) and differential (green line) G(r) curves for calcite and monoclinic 
C2 vaterite 
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SI-H2: Experimental coherent length from PDF analysis 
The coherence length, meaning the maximum distance for which the atoms are organised according 
to a single structure, could be determined from experimental PDF curve. This corresponded to the 
maximum r value for which PDF peaks could still be distinguished from the background oscillations, as 
illustrated in Figure S8. Table S1 presents the coherence length extracted from the PDF curves.  

Table S1: Coherence length of the zPyACC determined by PDF analysis.  

Samples Coherence length (nm) 
1PyACC 55-60 
2.5PyACC 50-55 
3.5PyACC 1 
5PyACC 1 
10PyACC 1 

 

Figure S8: Experimental PDF curves (Gexp(r)) at larger r scales, for 1PyACC (top) and 2.5PyACC (bottom), showing their 
coherence length between 50 and 60 nm, above which the signal cannot be distinguished from the noise. 

SI-H3: Calculation of amorphous calcite and vaterite 
Refined parameters from refined crystalline calcite and vaterite were used, combined with a 
dampening factor of 9 Å to mimic the absence of organisation at high distances in the amorphous 
phases. Even at small distances, amorphous calcite and amorphous vaterite had different signatures 
and thus could be distinguished (Figure S9).  
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Figure S9: Comparison of the calculated PDF curves (Gcalc(r)) for amorphous calcite (aCalcite) and amorphous vaterite 
(aVaterite) 

 

SI-H4: The amorphous phase in 1PyACC and 2.5PyACC samples 
Both experimental 1PyACC and 2.5PyACC PDF curves only presented peaks at distances corresponding 
to calcite. However, intensities for 2.5PyACC sample declined faster with r that for the 1PyACC one or 
crystalline calcite, which made it harder to compare and interpret (Figure S10a). We normalised the 
three curves based on the 27.6 Å peaks. It showed that all samples presented the same structure, 
calcite, at high distances, but that an additional amorphous phase was also present at small order, 
below 9 Å (Figure S10b). Subtractions of the normalised curves (Gexp(r)1PyACC - Gexp(r)calcite and 
Gexp(r)2.5PyACC - Gexp(r)calcite) gave a similar signal (peaks at the same distances), with higher 
intensities for 2.5PyACC than for 1PyACC (Figure S10c). Normalisation based on the first peak showed 
that both normalised differences were equal, meaning that a similar amorphous phase (named 
a1PyACC and a2.5PyACC) was obtained in addition to crystalline calcite, when Py was present during 
precipitation (Figure S10d): the more Py initially in solution, the more amorphous phase was present 
in the synthesised powder. 
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Figure S10: Comparison of the experimental Gexp(r) curves of 2.5PyACC, 1PyACC and calcite without normalisation (a) and 
after a normalisation by the 27.6 Å peak (b). Gexp(r)1PyACC - Gexp(r)calcite and Gexp(r)2.5PyACC - Gexp(r)calcite curves 
without additional normalisation (c) and with a normalisation by the first peak (d). 

 

SI-H5: Comparison between amorphous calculated calcite and experimental amorphous 3.5PyACC, 
5PyACC and 10PyACC 
The amorphous 3.5PyACC, 5PyACC and 10PyACC Gexp(r) curves presented a large peak at 3.8 Å (blue 
arrow in Figure S11) that could not be reproduced with amorphous calculated calcite. Similarly, the 
intense peak at 3.3 Å of amorphous calculated calcite did not match with the amorphous 3.5PyACC, 
5PyACC and 10PyACC Gexp(r) curves (grey arrow in Figure S11). We could not validate the calcite 
structure as a conceivable model. 
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Figure S11: Comparison of the Gexp(r) of the fully amorphous zPyACC samples (3.5PyACC, 5PyACC and 10PyACC) and the 
Gcalc(r) of the amorphous calcite (aCalcite). 

 

I. NMR 13C CP MAS spectra of 5PyACC13 and 10PyACC13 samples 
 
 

 
 
Figure S12: 13C CP MAS spectra of 10PyACC13 (a) and 5PyACC13 (b). The DMFit simulations are shown in orange. The major 
component corresponds to CO32− species whereas the very minor one (plain, orange) corresponds to HCO3

− species. The 
associated parameters are given in the main text. 
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